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Let I(k, pi, M) be the class of all subsets A of Rti whose boundaries are given by 
functions from the sphere Sk-* into R” with derivatives of order < u, all bounded 
by M. (The precise definition, for all N > 0, involves Holder conditions.) Let 
Nd(e) be the minimum number of sets required to approximate every set in 
Z(k, 31, M) within E for the metric d, which is the Hausdorff metric h or the Lebesgue 
measure of the symmetric difference, dA. It is shown that up to factors of lower 
order of growth, N&E) can be approximated by exp(<-r, as E J 0, where Y = 
(k - 1)/a if d = h or if d = dh and 01 > 1. For d :=- dA and (k - 1)/k < I Q 1, 
Y < (k - I)/(kol - k + I). The proof uses results of A. N. Kolmogorov and 
V. N. Tikhomirov [4]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider classes of subsets A of RL whose boundaries 3A are defined 
by maps of the sphere Sk-l into Rk with bounded derivatives of order <CI 
for some 01 < co. Using Holder conditions, such classes are defined for all 
OL > 0 (not necessarily integral). Given k, 01, and a uniform bound M on 
derivatives of orders <:ol (for more detailed definitions see Section 2 below), 
we have a class I(k, a, M) of subsets of R”. We ask: given E > 0, how many 
sets are needed to form an c-dense set in I(k, 01, M), i.e., to approximate 
each set within E, for the Hausdorff metric h or for the metric d^ which is 
the Lebesgue measure of the symmetric difference. We find that as E J 0, 
the required number N(E), of sets, is approximated by exp(c-‘) for a suitable 
exponent r depending on k, 01, M and the choice of metric h or dA ; we write 
r = r, or r = r,+ , respectively. The approximation is proved only in the 
sense that given t < r < s, exp(e@) < N(E) < exp(c-“) for E small enough. 
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Thus .Y(G) is asymptotic to exp(E ‘) with suitable factors of lower order of 
growth inserted, but here we do not find these factors precisely. 
Theorem 3.1 below relates r to the given k and 1. This result extends 
previously known theorems on metric entropy of classes of functions 
(Kolmogorov-Tikhomirov [4. Theorem XV]: Clements [2, Theorem 31: 
Lorentz [6, Theorem IO]). The main difficulty in the extension results from 
the fact that boundaries of sets in I(k, N, M) are not restricted except for 
differentiability and may intersect themselves in complicated ways. For 
example. there is a set in 1(2, 17, I) with infinitely many components. We 
have 
r,,(Z(k, a, M)) = (k ~ 1)/a: 
r-,\(Z(k. a, M)) z (k - I)jn if (Y .;: 1 ; 
r,m, LX, M)) c-z (k - 1,/(/c& - k + I) if (k ~- 1)/k < I ‘- I. 
where 1 conjecture that the last inequality for Y,, is also an equality. 
The exponent (k ~ l)iti for classes of functions goes back to Kolmogorov 
and Tikhomirov [4]. Relations between sets and boundary functions are 
developed in the preliminary Section 2. The boundary functions on spheres 
need not be one-to-one. 
In Section 4 we consider the class C(U) of all convex closed subsets of any 
fixed bounded open set UC R”‘. We find 
rJC(U)) =- r,,(C(U)) -: (1/2)(k ~ 1). 
Thus convex sets behave like sets with exactly twice differentiable boundaries, 
as is perhaps not surprising. (On R1, a convex function .f has a second 
derivativef” which is a positive Radon measure; even when f' is a function, 
it need not satisfy any HGlder condition.) The proof in Section 4, however, 
uses convexity rather than second derivatives per se. 
While the results of this paper were found with probabilistic applications 
in view [3, Theorems 4.2 and 4.31. it seemed appropriate to give them a 
separate presentation. 
2. PRELIMINARIES: BOUNDARIES 
Let (S, rl) be any metric space. Given E > 0, let N(S, e) be the smallest 
number of sets of diameter .<2~ which cover S. The exponent of entropy 
of S is defined by 
r(S) i Ye L= limJ;up[log log N(S, c)]/i log E I. 
(If r(S) < co, (S, n) must be totally bounded.) 
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For any two subsets A, B of S, we have the Hausdorff distance /?(A, B) 
defined as follows: 
h&4, B) = sup inf d(x, y), 
xEA yeB 
W, B) = mW&4 B), MB, 41. 
For closed sets, h is a metric. A set A C S is called c-dense iff h(A, S) < E. 
For measurable subsets of a measure space (S, p) modulo null sets, there 
is a metric d, defined by d,(A, B) = p(A n B), where A a B is the symmetric 
difference (A N B) u (B - A). 
In the following, X denotes Lebesgue measure. Exponents of entropy for 
(1’,, will be written rA . 
Now we define spaces of functions on spheres “with bounded derivatives 
of orders <01” for any 01 > 0. Let fl be the greatest integer <a and 
y = CY - ,B > 0. For any open set U C Rk, let F(U, a) be the set of all real 
functionsf on U such that: 
(a) the partial derivatives DBf = alpy/i?xp ... ax2 exist for i p 1 = 
Pl + .‘. + PK < p; 
(b) II f /Ia! < co where 
I’f lla = sup{1 D!f’f(x) - D”f(y)I/l x - y I” + / D”f (x)1: 
/4l~<lPl =p,x#yEU,X~u}. 
Let 9-l be the unit sphere in R”: 
P1 = {x E R”: I x j2 = xl2 + ... + xlc2 = 11. 
We can cover S-l by finitely many coordinate patches Vj so that there are 
C” isomorphisms djj: U---f V, where U is the open ball {y: I y I < l} C RL-l. 
We can assume that Gi is actually a C” isomorphism from a neighborhood 
W of the closure of U into P-l. Then each partial derivative of Qi is uni- 
formly bounded and the vectors 8dij/3x, for i = I ,..., k - 1 are linearly 
independent on W. 
We define F(Vj , CX) as the set of all real-valued functionsfon V, such that 
f 0 Gj E F(U, 01). Let F(Sk-l, a) be the set of all real-valued functions f on 
S”-l such that the restriction off to Vj is in F(J’j , a) for each j. Then let 
il f Iio! = supj II f 0 Qpj /lo. This norm /I . lIti depends on the choice of Vi and Qj 
but is topologically equivalent to the norms defined by other allowed choices 
of Vj and djj . 
Taking the k-fold Cartesian product of copies of F(S”-l, a), we obtain 
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a Banach space (F(“)(S”-‘. :Y), . i ,,) of functions from 9-i into Rk, where 
l!(,f; ,...., f;:) ‘, -= max., J; ~ n Now for M ’ 0, let 
Here we recall a basic definition from algebraic topology. Let #‘and g be 
two maps from a topological space S into another space T. Then ,f and g 
are called homotopic iff there is a continuous F from [0, I] ‘: S into T such 
that F(0, .) ,f and F( I, .) ,g. F is called a homofo/~~~ ofJ’and g. 
Next we shall define an “interior” I(f) for each ,f~ G(k, 01, M), so that, 
e.g.. if,f’is the identity on S”‘--l, r(f) is the usual open unit ball. The following 
definition was kindly suggested to me by J. Munkres. 
DEFINITION. For any continuous map ./’ of a topological space S into 
another space T, let 1(f) be the set of all x t T ,- range(f) such that in 
T - {x),,fis not homotopic to any constant map of S into a point t E T - (x1. 
The proof of the following fact was also told me by J. Munkres. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose F is a homotopJ1 off andg. Then I(f) 12,. I( g) C range F. 
Pvoqf: Suppose x t I(f) w I(g). If x # range(F). then f and g are homo- 
topic in T y {.Y>. Clearly homotopy is transitive. Since g is homotopic 
to a constant map in T - {x), so is ,f, a contradiction. The proof is 
complete. 
If ,f’ is the identity map of S”- l into R l., then r(f) is the usual open unit 
ball by well-known theorems of algebraic topology. Also, if .f’ and g are 
homotopic in Rt N (O), then 0 t 1(g). Thus the above definition seems broad 
enough to cover cases of interest. 
Let I(k, Y, M) {Z(f):,f‘E G(k. 4, A4)). 
3. THE EXPONENTS OF ENTROPY OF I(k, a, M) 
In the following, I conjecture that equality holds in (3.4). It seems that 
a proof might require construction of some rather pathological sets. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 0 < a: < co and 0 < A4 < co. Then 
rdGk, % WI = (k - l)/% (3.2) 
rf n ‘3 I, r,dw, a, W) = 6 - I>/% (3.3) 
Zf (k - 1)/k < N --: I, r,(l(k, CL, M)) < (k - I)/(kol - k t- 1). 
if 0 i N < 1, YA(Z(k, 01, M)) ;> (k - 1)/c& 
(3.4) 
Proof: Let F(U, o(, r) := {.f~ F(U, (Y): il.f] G < r}, using the definitions 
in Section 2. Kolmogorov and Tikhomirov [4, Sect. 5, Theorems XIII-XV] 
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have shown that for any bounded open U C R” and 0 < 5 < co, 
r,F(U, 01, 5) = (k - 1)/a where s is the supremum metric, s(f, g) = 
sup{/ f(x) - g(x)l}. By definition of G(k, 01, M) it follows that r,G(k, 01, M) < 
(k - 1)/a!, proving r,(l(k, a, M)) < (k - 1)/a. 
Now suppose f, g E G(k, OL, M) and s(f, g) < E, where E > 0. Let 
F(t, x) = (1 - t)f(x) + tg(x) for 0 < t < 1, x E Sk-l. By Lemma 2.1, 
4dKf>, Gd) G Xraw F>. 
If 01 > 1, the maps in G(k, oi, M) are uniformly Lipschitzian. Thus 
h(range F) = O(E) as E 4 0, uniformly for ,f E G(k, 01, M). Hence 
cd@, 01, WI < (k - 1)/a. 
Next let (k - 1)/k < 01 < 1. There is a K < co such that for 0 < 6 < 1, 
there is a set Es C Sk-l such that for all x E Sk-i, 1 x - y 1 < al/= for some 
x E E8 , where E8 has at most K6(1-k)i” elements. Then for anyf E G(k, 01, M) 
and z E rangefthere is an x E E6 with 1 f(x) - z j < N6 for some N > M. 
Let ck be the volume of the unit ball in R’(. Given E > 0 let 
Then A{x : 3~: /f(y) - x 1 < 3NS) < 4kNkKc,8(‘;a-k+1)/e = E if 6 < 1, as 
is true for E small enough. To obtain a 3NG-dense set in G(k, a, M) it suffices 
to approximate functions within NS at each point of E8 . Hence for E small, 
N(l(k, 01, M), E, dJ < exp{K&-“J/* log[(2k + l)“‘/Sk]} 
< exp(C,E(l-“)I(ka-k+l) j log E 1) 
for some constant CI, ) so (3.4) follows. 
To prove > and hence equality in (3.2) and (3.3) we use the following 
fact, due to G. F. Clements [2, Theorem 31. The proof here is different and 
seems simpler. 
LEMMA 3.5 (Clements). Let V be a bounded open set in Rk-l, k 3 2, 
N > 0, and 0 < y < co. Then rl(F(V, a!, y)) 2 (k - 1)/a where rl is the 
exponent of entropy for the L1 metric dl(f, g) = jv 1 f - g / dA. 
Proof. WecanassumeVistheopencube{x:O~~x~~~l,~=l,...,k-l}. 
Let f be a positive C” function with support in V. Let jl f ljci = N < co. For 
Q > 1 and t E R”-l let g(x) =f(Qx + t). Then for some Z < DJ, 
j/g /Ia < ZQ” for all Q > 1. 
For each positive integer Q there exist Q”-l such functions gj with disjoint 
support, j = l,..., Qk-‘. For each set A C (l,..., Qk-l}, let g, = CjsA gj . 
We shall show that there are many such sets A, different in many places. 
This type of result seems to be known, but the following proof seems short 
enough to include, and I know no explicit references for the result. 
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LEMMA 3.4. For any positioe integer II and any set B with n elements, 
there is a collection qf sets Ei K E(i) C B, i = I...., m, such that m :; eni 
and such that,for i + ,j, Ei (-1 Ei has at least n/5 elements. 
Proof. Given any set EC B, the number of sets F C A such that E ;, F 
has at most n/5 elements is 2’“B(n/5, n, l/2) where B(r, n, p) is the probability 
of at most r successes in n independent trials with probability p of success in 
each trial. According to Kolmogorov’s exponential bound [5, p. 2541, 
B(n/5, rz, l/2) < exp(-.126n) < exp(--n/8). 
Thus we can inductively choose the sets Ei with m 2: ell/s, proving Lemma 3.6. 
Now the functions h, = rgA/Q”Z all belong to F(V, N, r). Let 
K=~lIfld~>O.Thenfori#j, 
j 1 hEci, - hEcj) j dh >, Q12-1y~/5zQh’-1+” = ~K/~ZQ”. 
Let E = ye/%@. Then Q is proportional to E-I/~. Letting Q + co and 
applying Lemma 3.6 yields, for some constant p > 0, 
N(F(V, 01, y), E) 3 exp{/3@-n)/a). 
Thus Lemma 3.5 is proved. 
There is a one-to-one C” map G = (G, ,..., G,) of Sk-l into Rk with a flat 
face. Here “flat face” means there is an open set UC Sk-r such that 
G,(U) = {0}, and for some 6 > 0 and all t such that j t 1 < 6 and x E U, 
G(x) $ (t, O,..., 0) EZ(G) iff t > 0. Let H = (G, ,..., GJ. Then H(U) is an 
open set I/C Rk-l. For some M,, < co, G E G(k, N, M,). Given any M > 0, 
we can replace G by a small multiple of itself and assume M,, < M/2. We 
can also assume V == KC where K > 0 and C is the open unit cube in R”‘-I. 
Then for some small enough 5 > 0, with 5 < 6, all the following functions 
~a E W, a, W: 
P)&) = G(x) for x$U 
= G(x) + (@~(ff(X>/Kh o,..., 0) for x E U, 
where h, is as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, with y < min (1, M,,). 
For any sets A and B C (l,..., Q”-l}, 
for Q large enough. Thus by Lemma 3.5 and its proof, we have equality 
in (3.2) and (3.3) for all M > 0 and Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
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4. CONVEX SETS 
Let C(U) denote the class of all convex closed subsets of U. It turns out 
that the exponent of entropy of C(U), for U bounded, is (1/2)(k - 1) 
although second derivatives of boundaries of polyhedra in C(U) are only 
measures, not functions. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let U be a bounded open set in R”. Then m(C(U)) = 
%(C(W = (1/W - 1). 
Proof. We choose a fixed point i E U. Let s = h(U, {<>). We have for 
any C, D E C(U) by [l, p. 41, 51: 
dn(C, D) < 2c,[- sk + (s i- h(C, D))‘i] < Nh(C, D) (4.2) 
where N depends on k and s but not on C, D. Thus to prove r(C(U)) < 
(1/2)(k - 1) we need only consider the Hausdorff metric. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose given vectors x, y, u, v in R” such that (x - y, u) > 0 
and (x - y, v) < 0. Then 
I x + u - y - v / > max(~ x - y j, 1 u - v I). 
Proof. 
I~+u-y-vij2=[x-y~z+/u-~~2+2(~-yy,~-~2)) 
31x-y/2+Iu-v~2. Q.E.D. 
A convex set C will be called analytic iff there is an entire analytic function 
J’such that C = {x E R’“:f(x) < l}, and the gradient off is nonzero on the 
boundary K. It is known that analytic convex sets are h-dense in the class 
of all bounded convex sets [I, pp. 36-371. If C is analytic and p E K, let 
q(p) := gradf(p)/l gradf(p)j. Then g, is a continuous 1-l map of aC onto 
,F1. Let e(p, q) be the (smallest nonnegative) angle between y(p) and q(q). 
Then 0 -<e(p,q),<~.Letd(p,q)=lp-ql. 
LEMMA 4.4. Given a bounded open UC Rlci, there is an M < co such that 
whenever 0 < 6 < I, and C is any analytic convex subset of U, there is a set 
A C aC with card(A) < MSl-‘” such that A is a-dense in i?C for d + e. 
Proof. Let B be a fixed ball such that x $- y E B whenever x E U and 
( y j <i 1. Then there is a constant S < co such that whenever 0 < E < I 
there is an c-dense set B, C aB with card(B,) < SE~-~. 
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Let C be convex and analytic, C C U. Then for every p E %B, there is a 
unique nearest point n(p) E %C, with ; p -- n(p)1 ; I 1. The function n(.) 
maps %B l-l onto ZC. Suppose 4 E 3B and 1 p - q I < E. Let u = p - n(p), 
2: = q - n(q). Then we can apply Lemma 4.3 with x = n(p) and y = n(q) 
to conclude 1 n(p) - n(q)1 < E and i u -- u ; < E. Let 0 be the angle between 
u and o, so that e(n(p), n(q)) L 0. Let u1 2: u/i u /, U, := t’/i c’ I. Since 1 u ; .: 1 
and / v 1 ‘3 1, we have / u1 -- L’~ 1 < E. Also uI -- z‘~ -7 2 sin(B/2). We 
know 0 -< r sin(B/2) for 0 :< 0 -<Z r by concavity. Thus e(n(p), n(q)) :< 
~-c/2 < 2~. Hence we can let A4 = 2’(S, A _ {n(p): p E BJ, proving Lemma 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let C be an analytic convex set and 0 < 6 <z-/4. Let A 
be a a-dense set in %C.for d + e. Let C, be the intersection of all half-spaces 
which include C and are bounded by hyperplanes supporting C (tangent to K) 
at points of A. Then h(C, C,) < 2a2. 
Proof. Clearly C, 3 C. Conversely let x E aC and choose y E A with 
(d + e)(x, y) < 6. Let T, be the tangent hyperplane to K at x. Let u be the 
unit outward normal vector to %C and T, at x. Then x + yu E T, for some 
y > 0. To maximize y, we may assume y E T, (this particular argument 
does not use analyticity). Now y < 6 tan 6 < 2S2 since tan 0 < 28 for 
0 < 8 < 7~/4. For every z E C, there is a nearest point x E C, and 
1 z -x j < 262. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. First we prove r,(C(U)) < (1/2)(k - 1). We can 
assume U is a cube. Let t be the diameter of U. We may assume t >2 2. 
There is an N < cc such that N > 1 and whenever 0 < E < 7r/4 there is 
an E/Zdense set U, C B with card(U,) < NE-~ (where B is a fixed large 
ball IU as in Lemma 4.4), and such that there is a tan-l(e/3t)-dense set 
V, C 9-l for the angular metric e with card(V,) < NE~-~. 
Let W, be the set of all convex polyhedra P C U formed by intersections 
of at most M+s)/2 half-spaces Hj (here A4 is as in Lemma 4.4) such that 
each hyperplane aHj contains a point of U, and is orthogonal to a vector I! 
in V, , and v is directed outward from Hj . Then 
card( W,) < exp{[ME(1-7c)/2] 1og[N2G-2L]j. 
Hence 
liyiup(log log card W,)/l log E I < (l/2)& - 1). 
Now we show that W, is 12+dense in C(U) for h. To approximate a set 
C e C(U), we may assume C is analytic. We take the set A C aC provided 
by Lemma 4.4 for 6 = G12. At each x E A let T, be the tangent hyperplane 
to KY. Let v, be the unit outward normal vector at x. Choose pz E U, with 
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1 pz -- x - EU, [ < e/2. Let J, be a hyperplane passing through pz , orthogo- 
nal to a vector in V, , and forming an angle with T, less than tan-l(c/3t). 
Let H, be the half-space on the side of T, containing x. Then H, 3 C since 
h({p,.}, C) 3 e/2 and (t + l /2)(~/3t) < c/2. Let C, = nzEA Hz 1 C. 
Now take any y E X and v, as above. Take x E A such that 
(d + e)(x, y) < #. Then / y - p2 / < 3&2 while T, and T, form an angle 
less than 2~~1~. We have x E C and y E Hz. As in the proof of Lemma 4.5, 
it follows that y + yvU $ C, for y 3 126, so that h(C, C,) < 126. Since 
C, E W, , we have proved r(C(U)) < (l/2)@ - 1). 
For the converse inequality, by (4.2) it suffices to consider the metric d, . 
There is a c > 0 such that whenever 0 < E < I, there is a set A, C Sfz-1 
with card(d,) > c+~ such that / x - y j .a 4~ for any distinct x and y in A,. 
For each x E A,, let C, be the solid spherical cap cut from the unit ball 
B, = {y: 1 y / < l} by the hyperplane orthogonal to x and passing through 
(1 - c2/2)x. For some constant CX~ > 0, X(C,) 3 &+I. 
The caps C, are disjoint. For an arbitrary set EC A, , let 
DE = B, - gE Cz . 
Each DE is convex. We have h(DE , DF) = e2/2 for E # F so the proof is 
easily completed for h. For dA we apply Lemma 3.6; taking the sets Ei = E(i) 
for A, , we have 
for some constant Pk > 0. Letting 6 = ,!$$/3 we have 
N(C(U), 8) 3 exp{--y,6(1-~)/2} 
for some constant yk > 0. Letting 6 J, 0, Theorem 4.1 is proved. 
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